
The$ LCLS near Stanford  was the 
world�s first hard X-ray laser. It 
produces  < 12  kV X-rays in > 10 fs 
pulses, about 1E12 photons/pulse.!
1fs = 1E-15 second!
!
It started operating in April 2009.!
!
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Recent$advances$in$SFX$at$the$NSF$BioXFEL$$STC.$
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Self)Amplified)Spontaneous)Emission)(SASE))is)powerful)

amplified)undulator)radia&on)with)full)transverse)coherence)

Bonifacio,$R.,$C.$Pelligrini,$and$L.$Narducci,$Opt.$Commun.$50,$373$(1984)$

Madey$1972.$

From undulator radiation to x-ray free-electron lasers (XFEL) 



HandXmade$ASU$nozzle$
running$in$SEM.$$
(Karol$Nass,$R.$Kirian)$

Gas$focusing$of$liquid$

Time@resolved)Protein)nanoxtal)sample)delivery)uses)a)liquid)jet)

LCLS$Beam$

Pump$laser$

Nozzle ground for large X-ray scattering angle    Av = F 

Droplets freeze 
 at 106 o/sec. 
in vacuum 
to vitreous 
ice if cryo 
protectant used 
 
Flow velocity 
about 10 m/sec 
 
Area * velocity 
= flow rate 
= constant. 

10 m/s 

1 MHz. 

X-rays 

Uwe Weierstall: Triggered Rayleigh jet 
Piezo  
1MHz  



PSI at 9 keV, 40 
fs 

to 3 Ang. 
 

Feb 2011 –first 
high resolution 

results from 
LCLS 

P.$Fromme,$N.$Zatsepin$

Streak due to jet 

Fringes 

19$periods$along$g$

We$have$seen$xtals$as$small$as$
$6$unit$cells$on$side.$



LCP$jet$operaAng$at$LCLS$

50#!"$

XFEL$beam$drills$120$$holes/sec$across$LCP$tube.$
Adjust$flow$speed$to$avoid$shrapnel$from$last$hole$
Gaps$due$to$AmeXstructure$of$LCLS$pulses.$

Agarose$also$works$for$soluble$proteins.$
Conrad$et$all$$IUCrJ$in$press.$$Phycocyanine$to$2.6$Ang.$

GPCR$in$viscous$LCP$at$300$picoliters$per$minute.$$LCLS$at$$1$Hz.$$9.4$kV$$7%$aFenuaAon$
50$microliters$total$used$$Later$5$microliters/min.$$$

OpAmize$conc,$rep$rate,$
viscosity,$chemistry,$parAcle$
size,$jet$size,$for$each$sample.$
V$=$F/A$$$$$$$$AV$=$const.$

Also)works)at)synchrotrons)!)MSX)2$Ang$ResoluAon$in$bR$@$ESRF$–$Standfuss,$Schertler.$

Pulsed$XXray$$beam$



Dynamics:)Nanoxtals)are)sprayed)across)the)pulsed)X3ray)beam.)
This)allows)Time3Resolved)SFX)(serial)fs)xtallog).)Now)in)Agarose)(PYP))

Weierstall,$Doak$and$Spence,$Rev$Sci$Instr.$2011.$$

Linear$Coherent$Light$Source$at$SLAC$>$2009$

The$10$fs$XFEL$pulses$should$
allow$us$to$improve$on$the$
~$100$ps$Ame$resoluAon$of$SR$
(at$RT$,$without$damage).$

“DiffracAon$before$destrucAon”$



Pump laser and XFEL on jet – exploding PS I nanoxtals 

pump laser:
532nm, 
10ns pulse, 8 
microjoules, 
focused to 380 
micron spot, 
fiber coupled, 
  
Time delay 
between 70 fs 
X-ray pulse and 
laser 0 - 10µs 
 
7 micron beam 
0.5-2 mic. xtals 
4 micron jet 

Pump-probe experiments are possible with the liquid jet. 

To observe undocking of ferredoxin from PSI, excite xtal 10 microseconds before XRD snapshot 
Travelling at 10 m/s, nanoxtals go 100 microns, less than width of 400nm doubled Jedai fs beam 
Flow rate 10 microliters/min. 

Pump laser 

XXray$beam$

Like sunlight on a leaf….snapshots of the excited state density 

Movie$
$
Aquila$
OpAcs$
Express$
2012$
$
Kupitz,$
Fromme$
et$al$
Nature$
2014$



Science)Dec$2014$
Tenboer….$Marius$Schmidt$et$al$
group$(Milwaukee)$+STC$

TR@SFX)of)Photoac&ve)Yellow)Protein)(now))1.4)Ang)resolu&on).$
$Blue$light$photoreceptor$mechanism$at$1$µsec$&$10$ns$Ame$delays.$

Photoac&ve)Yellow)Protein,)pR1,)pR2,)imaged)at)LCLS)

Shows)total)density)of)intermediates)that)accumulate)

and)decay)during)the)photocycle.)Chromophores.)
reacAon$rate$lifeAmes,$exp$decay.$SVD$
Six$stable$intermediates$

Delays$10ns$and$$
1$microsec.$
pR1$and$pR2$are$maximally$
occupied$at$1$microsec.$

Red$is$PR1$
then$later$
PR2.$Not$a$
diff.$map.$
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STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY

Time-resolved serial crystallography
captures high-resolution intermediates
of photoactive yellow protein
Jason Tenboer,1 Shibom Basu,2 Nadia Zatsepin,3 Kanupria Pande,1

Despina Milathianaki,4 Matthias Frank,5 Mark Hunter,5 Sébastien Boutet,4

Garth J. Williams,4 Jason E. Koglin,4 Dominik Oberthuer,6 Michael Heymann,6

Christopher Kupitz,2 Chelsie Conrad,2 Jesse Coe,2 Shatabdi Roy-Chowdhury,2

Uwe Weierstall,3 Daniel James,3 Dingjie Wang,3 Thomas Grant,7 Anton Barty,6

Oleksandr Yefanov,6 Jennifer Scales,1 Cornelius Gati,6 Carolin Seuring,6

Vukica Srajer,8 Robert Henning,8 Peter Schwander,1 Raimund Fromme,2

Abbas Ourmazd,1 Keith Moffat,8,9 Jasper Van Thor,10 John H. C. Spence,3

Petra Fromme,2 Henry N. Chapman,6 Marius Schmidt1*

Serial femtosecond crystallography using ultrashort pulses from x-ray free electron
lasers (XFELs) enables studies of the light-triggered dynamics of biomolecules. We used
microcrystals of photoactive yellow protein (a bacterial blue light photoreceptor) as a
model system and obtained high-resolution, time-resolved difference electron density
maps of excellent quality with strong features; these allowed the determination of
structures of reaction intermediates to a resolution of 1.6 angstroms. Our results open
the way to the study of reversible and nonreversible biological reactions on time scales as
short as femtoseconds under conditions that maximize the extent of reaction initiation
throughout the crystal.

X
-ray structure analysis has successfully
determined high-resolution structures of
more than 100,000 proteins and nucleic
acids. But these structures represent static
pictures of the biomolecules, which during

their reactions engage in rapid dynamic motion.
Time-resolved macromolecular crystallography
(TRX) (1) unifies structure determination with
protein kinetics, as both can be determined from
the same set of data (2, 3). TRX is traditionally
performed using pump-probe experiments and
the Laue method at a synchrotron source, in
which light-sensitive molecules within a crystal
at near-physiological temperature are illumi-
nated by a laser pump pulse to initiate their re-
action, followed by a polychromatic probe x-ray

pulse. These experiments rely on the exceptional
stability of synchrotron sources to measure small,
time-dependent differences between diffraction
patterns with and without the pump laser pulse.
Synchrotron-based Laue diffraction experiments
are currently restricted by the x-ray beam bril-
liance to strongly scattering, relatively large (typ-
ically 6 × 105 mm3) crystals, whose optical density
makes high, uniform reaction initiation difficult.
Further, the time resolution is limited to ~100 ps
by the duration of the probe x-ray pulse. How-
ever, difference electron density (DED)maps from
synchrotron-based TRX experiments have re-

vealed that large structural changes occur in
times shorter than 100 ps (4–7). Important struc-
tural changes associated with key chemical pro-
cesses such as isomerization evidently occur in
the range of femtoseconds to tens of picoseconds,
inaccessible to synchrotron experiments. The
advent of free electron lasers such as the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) and the SPring-8
AngstromCompact Free-Electron Laser (SACLA)
has opened a new avenue for ultrafast time-
resolved structural studies. These lasers emit
femtosecond pulses of hard x-rays whose peak
brilliance is higher than that available at the
most advanced synchrotrons by a factor of 109.
The method of serial femtosecond crystallog-

raphy (SFX) (8) has opened new opportunities
for time-resolved structural studies (9, 10). In
SFX, a stream of micro- or nanocrystals in their
mother liquor at near-physiological tempera-
ture is delivered by a liquid jet injector (11) to
the x-ray interaction region, where the diffrac-
tion pattern of a single tiny crystal is recorded
by illuminating the jet with an individual x-ray
pulse from the x-ray free electron laser (XFEL).
Diffraction patterns are obtained rapidly (e.g.,
at 120 Hz) at the LCLS. Although enormous x-ray
doses, up to 1000 times the room-temperature
synchrotron “safe dose” (12), are deposited in the
crystal by the femtosecond x-ray pulse, the pro-
cesses that lead to destruction are sufficiently
slow that the crystals diffract before they are
destroyed (8, 13, 14). Structures are solved using
thousands of diffraction patterns of individual
crystals; these patterns extend to near-atomic
resolution (15, 16). To conduct a time-resolved
SFX (TR-SFX) experiment at the XFEL with
femtosecond time resolution, a reaction must be
initiated in a light-sensitive crystal by a femto-
second laser pump pulse, then probed after a
time delay Dt by a femtosecond x-ray probe
pulse (9, 17).
TR-SFX is challenging because of the very dif-

ferent properties of the x-ray pulses emitted
by synchrotrons and by XFELs (10, 18). Time-
resolved synchrotron studies take advantage of
an x-ray beamwith exceptional stability, where
ideally a data set is collected on one large sin-
gle crystal at essentially constant beam energy,
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Fig. 1. Simplified PYP photocycle.
The cycle takes place from the perspective
of a time-resolved crystallographer
(3, 4, 26).The dark state pG is activated by
absorption of a blue photon (450 nm) to
pG* that begins the photocycle.The
crystal structures of longer-lived
intermediate states IT, ICT, pR1 (pRE46Q),
pR2 (pRcw), pB1, and pB2 are known.

MS no: RE1259357/JEC

sulfur’s$
move$most$

A$lightXsensor$in$purple$photosynthe&c$bacteria$
$

Dark$

Pump$light$saturates$nanoxtal$

Colors$on$map$
correspond$to$$
labels$on$cycle$

Movie$



Fo-Fo difference maps at 3 sigma. Compatible with known conformational changes on bR activation 
 for example a rotamer change of Arg82, a key residue in the proton transfer chain. 
 

$Preliminary$Time$Resolved$SFXXLCP$data$from$LCLS$$

$~ 40000 indexable patterns were collected in 12h of beamtime with 8000-10000 per time point 

Standfuss,$Weierstall,$Schertler$et$al$2015$

This)is)&me@resolved)(pump@probe))SFX)at)LCLS)in)LCP)

1$millisec$Ame$delay$probes$$M1$state$

bR$
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conduction dissipates the protein’s kinetic energy within a few 
tens of picoseconds: orders of magnitude faster than the timescale 
characteristic of protein unfolding7.

Basis spectra C1 and C2 describe the protein’s structural 
dynamics. The growth of C1, which had S(q) negative below 
q 0.3 Å−1 but was otherwise featureless, was too rapid to be 
resolved (Supplementary Fig. 5a), and this component decayed 
by half within 3.2 ps. In contrast, basis spectrum C2 contained 
oscillations in S(q) of 0.2  q  0.9 Å−1 (Fig. 3b), which are the 
fingerprint of protein structural changes as observed for bacterio-
rhodopsin on slower timescales8 (Supplementary Fig. 3). These 
oscillations were not observed in WAXS difference data recorded 
from continuously heated RCvir samples (Supplementary Fig. 4a)  
or in TR-WAXS data recorded using synchrotron radiation 
(Supplementary Fig. 4b). We therefore concluded that C2 reveals 
an ultrafast protein conformational change that was half-maximum  
at t = 1.4 ps after photoactivation, peaked at t = 7 ps and 
decayed with a half-life of 44 ps. This structural deformation 

propagated away from the epicenter of the protein quake in 
advance of thermal diffusion, preceding the flow of heat into the 
protein by approximately 2 ps (Fig. 1c).

TR-WAXS is directly sensitive to protein structure, and  
several groups have modeled conformational changes against  
difference WAXS data8,9,11–14. Because no crystallographic  
structures exist to guide structural modeling on an ultrafast time-
scale, we compared predictions recovered from photoexcited and 
reference MD simulations of RCvir against the ultrafast (C1) and 
protein (C2) difference WAXS basis spectra. This approach guar-
antees that all sampled structures are chemically accessible from 
the resting RCvir structure within a few picoseconds after thermal 
energy is deposited into the protein’s cofactors. Because heat is 
initially contained within the light-absorbing cofactors (Fig. 2), 
we performed 2 fitting11 (Online Methods) to C1 by considering 
motions of only the bacteriochlorophyll cofactors, with the rest 
of the protein artificially frozen. The change in WAXS spectra 
predicted from a selected ensemble of 720 structural pairs was 
compatible with the C1 basis spectrum (Fig. 3a). For 2 fitting 
to C2, we allowed motions of the entire protein, and the WAXS 
changes predicted from the ensemble average of 720 selected 
structural pairs reproduced all major features of the difference 
WAXS basis spectrum (Fig. 3b).

We identified recurring movements by calculating changes in 
the internal distance matrix on C  atoms of photoexcited versus 
reference structures, [ C ]ij, averaging this matrix over an ensem-
ble set identified by 2 fitting, determining the s.d. of this matrix 
over this ensemble set and examining the ratio of the average 
perturbation relative to its s.d. (Supplementary Fig. 6). Almost 
all recurring internal distance changes selected by this analysis 
(Online Methods and Supplementary Fig. 6) corresponded to 
an increase of the internal distances between the C  atoms of 
the protein’s TM domains (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Video 1),  
and no recurrent movements of C  atoms toward each other  
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Figure 2 | MD simulations of the flow of 
heat throughout the system. (a) Temperature 
of the cofactors (dark and light blue, 
bacteriochlorophylls; red, special pair), 
protein (yellow), detergent micelle (brown), 
surrounding solvent (gray) and total system 
(black) determined from MD trajectories. 
(b) Heat content of the cofactors, protein, 
detergent micelle and solvent. The experimental 
amplitudes of the non-equilibrated heating (C3) 
and equilibrated heating (C4) basis spectra are 
scaled together to aid comparison with the heat 
content of the protein and solvent extracted 
from MD simulations.
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Figure 3 | Structural analysis of the protein conformational changes.  
(a) Theoretical WAXS changes (red) predicted from 2 fitting to the 
ultrafast basis spectrum (C1, black) where movements of only the RCvir 
cofactors were considered. a.u., arbitrary units. (b) Theoretical WAXS 
changes (red) predicted from 2 fitting to the protein basis spectrum 
(C2, black) where RCvir protein and cofactor atoms were allowed to move. 
(c) Stereo representation of light-induced movements in RCvir. Spheres 
represent C  atoms that display recurrent movements within an ensemble 
of structural changes selected by 2 fitting to C2 (Supplementary Fig. 6). 
Orange spheres represent C  atoms with recurring movements away from 
other C  atoms. No recurrent movements of C  atoms toward other C  
atoms were identified. Cofactors are shown in gray.

Neutze)group.)Nature)Meth)2014))Arnlund))et)al).$

Conclude:)3)Ang)model)from)TR@FSS)with)500)fs)&me)

resolu&on)supports)a)"quake")(low)q,)7)ps))model)of)energy))

dissipa&on,)followed)by)heat)(high)q,)14)ps))pulse.))

Fast)(ps)))nuclear)mo&ons)occur.)Quake)preceeds)heat.)

Fast)solu&on)sca[ering)(FSS))at)EXFEL)for)photosynthesis.)Neutze)group)

Black:$
model$
Red:$
experiment.$

1.$Why$don’t$solar$photons$unfold$photosyntheAc$proteins$?$
(they$have$enough$energy).$
2.$Do$fast$nuclear$moAons$occur$during$photosynthesis$?$

Orange$spheres$are$
carbon$atoms$
which$move$

2.5$Ang$ResoluAon$

Compare)change)in)sca[ering)due)to)pump)with)model))))))))))))))“Snapshot)SAXS”)

Not$possible$with$synchrotron$(too$fast)$
SoluAon$scaFering,$not$crystals$
Record$Ame,$space$resoluAon$for$$
soluAon$scaFering$?$$SVD$(4$basis$vectors)$+$MD.$



Dynamics)

The$quake$in$ReacAon$Center$
responding$to$a$light$pulse.$
$
Obtain$by$Neutze$group$using$
fast$soluAon$scaFering$(FSS)$
at$LCLS,$pumpXprobe.$

Arnlund…Neutze$2014.$
Nature$Meth.$

This$is$a$movie.$



Outer$flow$rate$100$microliters/min.$Inner$flow$rate$$0.1$microliters/min.$

BioXFEL)is)developing)a)mixing)jet)for)dynamics)
(eg.$study$of$enzyme/substrate$reacAons,$folding$of$DNA,$tRNA)$

$

D.Wang,$J.$Spence,$U.Weierstall,$L.Pollack$J.$Synch$Rad.$$2014.$

Mix$(fast)$

Focussing$gas$

React$(slow)$A$
B$ X$

Vary$reacAon$
Ame$by$sliding$A$
$

Diffusion)into)nanxtals)
is))fast):)17)microsec)
for)glucose)into)0.5))
micron)xtal.)Ink.)

Mixing$Ame$(Ame$resoluAon)$is$200$X$300$microseconds$
ReacAon$Ame$adjustable$from$200$microsec$to$1$sec.$
Diffusive)mixing)is)possible)using)protein)nanxtals)!)

XXRay$beam$into$page$

Fluorescent$Dye$
Water$

Quencher$

20$microns$



G)protein@coupled)receptors)(GPCR)) 
•  These span the cell membrane. About human 800 GPCRs respond to 
many extracellular signaling molecules and transmit signals into the cell  
 
•  40% of drugs target GPCRs. 70% of recent drug approvals were GPCRs 
 
•  Challenges: low expression yields, low receptor stability after extraction 
from native membranes with detergent, high conformational heterogeneity 
 
•  19 receptor structures solved so far 
•  most were crystallized in LCP 
•  crystals often limited in size, sub 10 micron 
 
•  microfocus beamlines have been used, radiation damage severe, merge 
data from multiple crystals. 

Brian$Kobilka$$Nobel$Prize$

Vadim$Cherezov/Uwe$Weierstall/Ray$Stevens$

BioXFEL)for)improved)drug)design)–)high)blood)pressure$



Crystal)size)is)a)major)bo[lenecks)in)GPCR)structure)determina&on)

A typical initial hit 
contains high-density of 
3x1x1 µm3 crystals 
suitable for XFEL.   

Substantially larger crystals 
(40x20x7 µm3), required for 
microfocus synchrotron data 
collection, were produced after 
one year of intensive optimization 
studies. Vadim Cherezov Serotonin.$



AT1R  -  ZD7155 (yellow) complex 

Zhang, Cherezov et al. 2015, Cell. 

Despite$its$medical$
importance,$structure$is$
unknown,$due$to$limited$
crystal$size.$$
*First)novel)GPCR)
structure)solved)with)SFX)

*BeGer)res)than)SR.)

Structure of Angiotensin Receptor,  
a Blood Pressure Regulator 

Fusion$proteins$added$assist$crystallizaAon.$
Serotonin,$δXopiod,$plus$4$other$GPCRs….$

A$beFer$ARB$?$
–  Serves as a primary 

regulator for blood 
pressure maintenance!

–  In complex with a 
selective antagonist 
ZD7155!

–  We got 2.9 Å resolution 
(vs 4 Ang with SR, 
twinned)!

•  Docking simulations of the 
clinically used AT1R 
blockers  into the AT1R 
structure show distinct 
binding modes for anti-
hypertensive drugs !

•  Results provide 
fundamental insights into 
AT1R structure-function.!

•  Ligand is also arestin-
biased agonist.-based drug 
design!
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Data$for$Cathepsin,$LCLS$

Chufeng$LI$–$PhD.$$Zatsepin/White$collab.$

Errors$in$SFX$$are$shotXtoXshot$15%,$xtal$orientaAon,$size$

))The)Monte)Carlo)method)for)SFX)reduces)error)as)k/sqrt(N))

A)hundred)&mes)more)data)are)needed)to)

add)one)significant)figure)to)the)results.))

~$"Error"$in$
structure$
factors$

k/sqrt(N)$

N$

Monte$Carlo$averages$out$(quadrature)$errors$if$enough$data.$
(Kirian$et$al$2010,$White$et$al$2012)$
Rossman$&$Erickson$1983$("American$method").$
Rossman$1999$"PostXrefinement”.$
$

See$$Kirian$Acta$
Cryst$2011.$

BioXFEL$is$commiFed$to$algorithm$development$



g)(reciprocal$lazce$vector)$

Origin$of$reciprocal$lazce$

Ki$

Kf$

Spherical$
cap$traced$out$
by$mosaic$spread$

New)algorithms)now)take)account)of)par&ality)and)mosaic)spread.$

ParAality$=$Red/Blue$
(volumes,$in$full$theory)$

Spread$of$wavelengths$
and$direcAons$in$XFEL$beam$

Rossman$et$al.$$(1999).$$$

Darwin’s$1922$mosaic$block$model$

Each$block$acts$as$a$monochromator$
for$a$different$wavelength$in$the$beam$

SFX$data$sets$now$small$enough$to$allow$iteraAve$opAmizaAon$of$experimental$params$(λ,$Sg)$
on$every)shot$–$beyond$Monte$Carlo$(MC)$averaging.$$(White,$Ginn,$Sauter,$Brunger,$Kapsch…)$

MC$is$first$guess.$Then$refine$each$paFern$against$
this,$and$update$MC.$
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previously processed with the software suite CrystFEL8, to com-
pare the two programs.

We found that cctbx.xfel processed about twice as many dif-
fraction lattices from individual crystals as has been reported for 
CrystFEL10 (Supplementary Table 1). The indexing algorithm11, 
which identifies unit-cell dimensions and crystal orientations, 
searches for directional vectors that describe the observed rows 
of Bragg spots, from which three are chosen to form the unit cell. 

Several factors make this a difficult problem. First, the CSPAD 
detector consists of 64 pixel array readouts (Fig. 1d,e) that are 
periodically disassembled. Thus, the metrology (the relative posi-
tions and orientations) of the readouts must be redetermined 
with sufficient accuracy (Fig. 2a), as even small subpixel offsets 
can diminish the number of images from which lattices can be 
indexed (Fig. 2b). Second, the destruction of each crystal after 
one XFEL shot removes the ability to view the diffracted lattice 
from various directions, hindering the selection of unit-cell basis 
vectors. To compensate, we supplied additional information to the 
indexing algorithm in the form of a target unit cell, from either 
an isomorphous crystal form or a preliminary round of indexing. 
This target unit cell permits us to choose a group of three vectors 
that best fits the known cell’s lengths and angles, thus increasing 
the number of successfully indexed images. A final factor is the 

a b c

d

e

Ca

Zn

Ca

Figure 1 | Thermolysin structure determination  
at 2.1 Å resolution. (a) Likelihood-weighted 
electron density map calculated with coefficients 
2mFo − DFc, where Fo and Fc are the observed and 
modeled structure factor amplitudes, m is the 
figure of merit and D is derived from coordinate-
error estimates, contoured at 1 s.d. (gray mesh).  
Water molecules are shown as red spheres.  
(b,c) mFo − DFc difference density map contoured 
at +3 s.d. (blue mesh) and −3 s.d. (red mesh), 
which shows binding sites for two of the four 
calcium ions (b) and the single zinc ion (c).  
(d) Detail of two crystal lattices found on the same 
diffraction image. Modeled spot positions assigned 
to the different lattices are shown in red and blue, 
respectively. The sample-detector distance of 135 
mm corresponds to a resolution of 2.15 Å at the 
edges. (e) Detail from a different diffraction image. 
Increasing radial spot elongation was observed 
with distance from the beam center (blue cross).
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Figure 2 | Calibration and validation. (a) Aggregate relative positions (top) 
and rotations (bottom) of 32 pairs of application-specific integrated circuits 
(ASICs) on the CSPAD detector. The calibration results independently verify 
the manufacturing constraints (ASIC pairs are aligned along the long axis, 
separated by a 3.0-pixel gap). (b) Impact of positional accuracy on the 
indexing and integration success rate. Separately perturbing the ASICs away 
from their true positions reduced both the total number of indexed images 
(all) and the number of images that contain successfully integrated reflections 
at high (1.8–2.2 Å) resolution. Failure to apply final subpixel (squares) or 
whole-pixel (circles) corrections impaired processing as expected. , s.d.  
(c) Detail of four neighboring Bragg reflections from thermolysin (with Miller 
indices indicated in brackets), showing pronounced (7-pixel) radial elongation 
for the top reflection and lesser elongation for those nearby. Solution of 
Bragg’s law for each pixel (vertical arrows) identifies the spread of photon 
energies that contribute to each reflection. Red disks delineate integration 
masks from a three-parameter model with wavelength limits high = 1.297 
(9.556 keV) and low = 1.313 (9.443 keV) and full-width mosaic spread  
 = 0.174°. (d) Reciprocal space diagram indicating how differently shaped 

reflections arise. Reciprocal lattice points (arcs) all have a constant angular 
extent  owing to their mosaic spread. Points are in reflecting condition if 
they are within the zone between the high-energy (red) and low-energy (blue) 
Ewald spheres. Therefore, a greater fraction of the mosaic distribution from 
Bragg spot A is within the reflecting condition, leading to a reflection that 
subtends a greater radial angle . (e) Paired refinements of the thermolysin 
structure and their impact on the reliability factors, R. Shells of successively 
higher-resolution data are interpreted as improving the refinement results as 
long as Rfree is continuously negative, i.e., out to 2.1 Å. 

From$HaFne/Sauter$et$al$Nature$Methods$2014$

The)wavelength)spread)in)XFEL)beam)spans)wider)spots)at)higher)angle.$
$

so$different$fracAons$of$different$reflecAons$are$uncovered$by$the$range$of$wavelengths.$
(some$reflecAon$blobs$are$just$clipped,$others$spanned$fully)$

Wavelength$range$Each)Olted)mosaic)block)acts)as)a))
monochromator)for)a)different)component))
wavelength)in)the)beam..)

Thermolysin$$

Detector$

Mosaic$Blocks$



Protein) Cathepsin) Phycocyanin)

Sample$injecAon$ GVDN$ LCP$

Protein$size$ 37$kDa$
$protease$

209$kDa$
hexameric$

antenna$complex$

Year$of$
experiment$ 2011$ 2014$

Data$collecAon$
took$ 5)days) 2.5)hours)

Crystal$hits$ 293,195$ 18,794$

Indexed$hits$ 178,875) 6,629)

Time$data$took$to$
analyze$ 1)year) 3)months)

ResoluAon$ 2.1$$Å$ 1.95$$Å$

Phycocyanin:$SFX$results$in$liquid$jet$and$LCP$
agreed,$but$differed$from$cryoXcooled$SR.$

The$improvement$is$due$to$beFer$detectors,$
algorithms,$samples.$

This)greatly)advances)our)goal)of)increased)capacity)for)SFX)work)and)XFEL)availability)for)biology)

The)&me)for)SFX)data)collec&on)and)analysis)has)been)greatly)reduced)

2011$ 2014$

Phycocyanin$in$LCP:$Only$6$µL$of$crystal$
suspension$of$globular$protein$into$LCP.$
$
$
Ginn,$Stuart,$$et$al$.$used)6000)pa[erns)(of)
144K)total)))in)30)mins)to)get)1.74)Ang.$map$
of$Polyhederin$CPV17$(Aug$2014).$Adjust$λ$
for$max$#$of$spots,$opAmize$orient$matrix$



Simultaneous)SFX)and)spectroscopy)will)track)oxida&on)states)in)&me.)

because each of the Mn atoms in the oxide samples is changing
oxidation state. However, in PS II maximally 1 out of 4 Mn
atoms in the OEC is oxidized during each S-state transition
(except S3 f [S4] f S0).
The composite K! emission spectrum from 15 individual 0F

samples is shown in Figure 5A. This spectrum has been
reconstructed from piecewise scans of the high-energy tail,
K!1,3, and K!′ regions on each sample, as explained in the
Materials and Methods section. Figure 5B shows the main K!1,3
emission peak for the 0F, 1F, 2F, and 3F samples. Only the
first 6-min K!1,3 emission scan of each position was used for
these spectra, which are the average of 33-39 separate scans
(3 positions per sample, 11-13 separate samples) per flash
number. It is evident that the K!1,3 emission peak shifts to lower
energy for the 1F sample relative to the 0F sample, reflecting
the Mn oxidation that occurs during the S1 f S2 transition.
However, there is no clear shift between the 1F and 2F samples,
which is again suggestive that Mn is not oxidized during the S2
f S3 transition. The large shift in the opposite direction (to
higher energy) between the 2F and 3F spectrum is expected,
because Mn is reduced during the S3 f [S4] f S0 transition.
The flash spectra have been deconvoluted to generate pure
S-state spectra as described earlier, and the calculated K!1,3
emission spectra for the S0, S1, S2, and S3 states are shown in
Figure 6. The pure S-state K!1,3 emission spectra are quite
similar to the K!1,3 emission spectra from the flash samples
shown in Figure 5B due to the high degree of S-state purity of
the flash samples. On the basis of the spectra shown in Figure

6, the 1st-moment shift observed for the S1 f S2 transition,
where 1 Mn out of 4 is oxidized, is 0.06 eV. In contrast, the
1st-moment shift for the S2 f S3 transition is only 0.02 eV.95
The changes in the K!1,3 emission spectra can also be

visualized as difference spectra. This was done by smoothing
the pure S-state spectra (shown in Figure 6) by fitting a cubic
polynomial of 3 eV width around each point, and then
performing the subtractions to generate the S-state difference
spectra shown in Figure 7. The derivative-shaped S1 - S0 and
S2 - S1 difference spectra show that the K!1,3 peak shifts to
lower energy during both the S0 f S1 and S1 f S2 transitions.
(95) A maximum possible deconvolution error of (0.0025 eV was

calculated for the 〈E〉 values using the “most-damped” and “least-damped”
oscillation patterns described in Table 2.

Figure 5. K! emission spectra of PS II flash samples. (A) The
composite K! emission spectrum from 15 individual 0F PS II samples.
This spectrum has been reconstructed from piecewise scans of the high-
energy tail, K!1,3, and K!′ regions on each sample, as explained in the
Materials and Methods section. (B) Overplots of the K!1,3 emission
spectra of the 0F, 1F, 2F, and 3F PS II samples. The spectra were
normalized as described in the Materials and Methods section. The
sum spectra of the first K!1,3 emission scans (6 min scan time each) at
each sample position are shown. The magnitude of the first-moment
shift for Mn2(III)O3 f Mn(IV)O2 (shown in Figure 4) is significantly
larger than the first-moment shift for the S1 f S2 transition, where
only 1 Mn out of 4 is being oxidized.

Figure 6. Overplots of the normalized (area under the peak) K!1,3
emission spectra of PS II samples in the S0, S1, S2, and S3 states. These
spectra were generated by deconvoluting the flash spectra shown in
Figure 5B, as described in the text.

Figure 7. K! emission difference spectra of PS II. The K! emission
spectra from Figure 6 were smoothed by fitting a cubic polynomial of
3 eV width to each point, and were then subtracted to generate the
spectra shown.

7812 J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 123, No. 32, 2001 Messinger et al.

A$different$chemical$shi�$for$every$
oxidaAon$state$of$Mn$in$the$Kok$cycle$
Messinger,$Bergman$et$al$(2001)$

Kern$et$al$(2014)$see$absence$of$reducAon$(excess$eX)$
on$Mn$Kβ$in$dark$S1$state$using$$XES$at$LCLS$(green).$
Synchrotron$(red)$shows$reducAon$“damage”in$PS$II.$

Mn$Kβ1,3$line$is$a$probe$
$of$the$number$of$$
unpaired$3d$electrons,$
$and$oxidaAon$(eX$loss)$and/or$
spin$state$$

STC)collabora&ons))))))))*)Fromme,)Pushcar)

) ) ) ) )))*)Sco[)Sayer))ASU)

) ) ) ) )))*)Spence/Subramanian)

) ) ) ) )(fast)XAS)theory,)expts)at)APS))

Correlate)oxida&on)states)with)&me@resolved)density)maps)
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MIT$$labXscale$XFEL$based$on$Inverse$Compton$scaFering$and$a$
$paFerned$beam$with$emiFance$exchange,$building$for$ASU.$$$2015.$



MIT$(Graves$et$al)$$Compact$XFEL$with$paFerned$electron$beam$and$emiFance$exchange$



radiation in the transmission geometry, so that the corresponding range of Ewald
sphere diameters spans the rocking curves of reections near the Bragg condi-
tion, while also generating more reections per exposure. This range of diameters
is shown as the area AOB in Fig. 1.

Time-resolved measurements require a fast trigger to initiate the reaction in
the crystal, followed aer a delay by the recording of a diffraction pattern from the
excited state of the crystal. Difference density maps are formed between the
ground and excited states, with a different delay for each frame of a “movie”.
Many crystal orientations are needed for each delay for a 3D image reconstruc-
tion. Full, rather than partial, Bragg reections must be recorded in each snap-
shot, which is then probed at different time points along the reaction coordinate,
until complete data sets are obtained.

The invention of the hard X-ray laser3 with its femtosecond pulses of intense
radiation has created both opportunities and challenges for TR-MX. The rst
hard-X-ray XFEL, the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC, for example,
provides about 1E12 photons of 8 kV radiation per pulse at 120 Hz repetition rate,
into a focused spot as small as 0.1 micron diameter. Since the focused beam
instantly vaporizes the sample and the shot-to-shot variations in beam intensity
are large (eg 15%), while the beam is relatively monochromatic (eg 0.1% energy
spread), Laue diffraction for TR-MX by the conventional method is impossible.
However it has been found that these femotosecond pulses outrun radiation
damage4 so that atomic-resolution diffraction patterns are detected before the
onset of serious damage from impact ionization due to the photoelectron
cascade. (The limited direct ionization effects which occur during the pulse are
unimportant for most MX applications, and detection ends well before the onset
of atomic motion). The resulting need to maintain a fresh supply of protein

Fig. 1 Ewald sphere scattering geometry for two wavelengths scattering from different
reflections into the same detector pixel. With a bandwidth spanning wavevectors from k1
to k2, all Bragg reflections falling within the area AOB are excited.
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AFosecond$XFEL$gives$300$eV$=$3%$bandwidth$at$10$kV$with$14$as$pulses,$hence$full$reflecAons,$
without$damage.$
Coherence$length$$L$=$λ$E/ΔE$~$3nm,$less$than$sample$thickness$!$
3Xphase$sums$(as$above$,$plus$Friedel$conjugate$of$sum)$are$origin$independent.$$

nanocrystals for this “diffract-then-destroy” mode has been satised by using a
liquid jet a few microns in diameter, running across the pulsed X-ray beam in
vacuum, carrying the appropriate concentration of protein nanocrystals. This has
led to the development of the serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) method
(see5 for a review). The rst pump–probe experiments using a liquid jet for time-
resolved SFX have recently been reported, applied to a stream of optically excited
Photosystem 1 - ferredoxin nanocrystals, important for photosynthesis.6 These
showed changes in structure factors due to illumination which well exceeded the
noise level. In this method, a pump laser crosses the liquid jet immediately prior
to their transit of the X-ray beam. Diffraction patterns from excited and ground-
state nanocrystals are interleaved, however normalization is difficult, since each
crystal is a different size and each snapshot provides only partial reections. One
relies on the chance occurrence among millions of patterns to provide a range of
orientations across the rocking curve (from nanocrystals of different size)

While this pump–probe-in-a-jet approach holds promise, the Monte Carlo
process used to merge data (which averages over all stochastic experimental vari-
ables, such as beam intensity variations, nanocrystal size and orientation)
converges slowly as 1/sqrt(N) for N shots, and is very wasteful of protein, since all
protein between shots runs to waste. In addition, the time-resolution of the EXFEL
is far better than needed for biological studies, where molecular motions occur on
a time-scale of microseconds to milliseconds. Nevertheless we wish to take
advantage of the absence of radiation damage made possible by the use of
femosecond snapshots with destructive readout. In this paper we review some
alternative schemes for TR-SFX under development. Amongmany challenges when
attempting to use the poorly characterized experimental conditions of an XFEL for
the highly accurate quantication of data needed in time-resolved work, we focus
heremainly on the problem of obtaining full, rather than partial, Bragg reections.

2. Attosecond Laue diffraction
A proposal has recently been made to construct an attosecond (as) hard-X-ray
laser, based on a coherent inverse Compton scattering (C-ICS) source.7 This
machine is currently under construction at DESY in Germany, and is much
smaller than an XFEL. Taking pulses to be bandlimited and to have full temporal
coherence, the pulse duration Dt and beam energy spread DE are then related by
the uncertainty principle as

Dt (fs) ¼ 4.14/DE (eV) (1)

the necessary energy spread for Laue diffraction of, say, 3% at 10 kV can then be
obtained using 14 as pulses, giving a bandwidth of 300 eV. These pulses will
certainly also outrun radiation damage. The crystalline sample then acts as a
monochromator, picking out wavelengths which satisfy Bragg’s law for many
reections, and spanning their rocking curves.1 In this way both radiation
damage avoidance and Laue snapshot diffraction with full reections becomes
possible when using sufficiently brief pulses.

For bandlimited pulses, two different reections may scatter at different
wavelengths l1 and l2 into the same direction k1 (or k2) and detector pixel, as
shown in Fig. 1. These will interfere coherently if the pulse duration is sufficiently
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Different$wavelengths$
cause$different$Bragg$
reflecAons$to$$
interfere$on$same$
detector$pixel$,$if$pulse$
duraAon$less$than$
beat$period.$
This$gives$structure$
factor$phase$
informaAon$.$

)))A[osecond)XFEL)avoids)damage,)gives)full)Braggs,)not)par&als.$

A[osecond)pulses)give)Laue)mode)for)TR@SFX)

“Compact)aRosecond)X3ray)sources))
and)their)applicaOons”$
Workshop$CFEL$June$2015$

Spence,$Trans$Faraday$
$Soc$$2015$

F$



FEL Facility Location 
Electron 
Energy 

(GeV max) 

Photon 
Energy Range 

(keV) 
Rep Rate 

Linac 
Technology 
(NC or SC) 

LCLS-1kHz SLAC, USA 19 0.24-25 1000 Hz NC 

EXFEL DESY, FRG 17 0.4-20 10 Hz, 2700 
pulse burst SC 

FERMI Trieste, IT 1.25 0.01-0.4 50 Hz NC 

FLASH DESY, FRG 1.25 0.01-0.2 10 Hz, 800 
pulse burst SC 

NGLS LBNL, USA 2.4 0.23-2 1 MHz SC 
PALXFEL PAL, Korea 10 0.28-20 60 Hz NC 

SACLA Harima, 
Japan 8 5-15 60 Hz NC 

SwissFEL Switzerland 6 1.8-12 100 Hz NC 

The international x-ray FEL context 

29 

The)interna&onal)XFEL)context)

SwissFel$is$like$LCLS$I.$STC$has$two$SACLA$beamAmes$before$summer$2015.$

2017$

2017$

LCLS$2$2020$

$$120$Hz$

2017$



)

1.   The)inven&on)of)the)free@electron)X@ray)laser)has)made)possible)molecular)

movies)with)femtosecond)&me)resolu&on.)(Debye)period)=)100)fs)=)100E@15)sec))

2.   These)hard)X@ray)pulses)are)so)brief)that)they)can)“out@run”)radia&on)damage*.)

3.   They)have)been)used)to)make)movies)using)snapshot)Bragg)diffrac&on)from)

protein)nanocrystals)by)serial)fs))X@ray)diffrac&on)(SFX))to)begin)to)reveal)the)

)))))))))detailed)atomic)mechanism)of)photosynthesis,)which)supports)life)on)earth.)

)

4. )They)have)been)used)to)image)small)drug)molecules)bound)to)signalling))))

)membrane)proteins)(GPCRs).)This)helps)refine)be[er)drugs,)eg)blood)pressure.))
)

Building)blocks)have)explanatory)power)for)understanding)mechanisms)in)ma[er.)

eg)The)α@helix)in)bio))@)need)only)6@9)Ang)resolu&on)to)see)it.)
)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))@)Atoms)at)2)Ang)for)mat)sci.,)cond)ma[er.)Eg)kink)landscape.)
)

Current)XFELs)need)Bragg)Boost)(&)lasing))to)see)them)(or)modelling,)Bayesian))

So)either)learn)to)make)10x10x10)xtals)or)build)1E6)&mes)more)powerful)XFEL)!)
)

) ) ) ) ) ) ) )Exci&ng)&mes)ahead)!)

Summary)

*Chapman$et$al$Nat$Meth$2006$
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The End 
The)birth)of)a)new)field)
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$
The$last$fi�een$years$has$seen$two$important$breakthroughs$in$imaging$science$:$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Lensless$imaging$and$outrunning$damage..$

"The$successful$man$adapts$himself$to$the$world,$the$failure$tries$to$change$it.$$
Therefore$all$progress$depends$on$loosers�.$$$GBS$
$

"Physics$is$a$problem$in$search$of$a$soluAon;$Biology$a$soluAon$in$search$of$a$problem".$

THE$$END$


